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ABSTRACT 
This sociolinguistic survey (using wordlists, recorded text testing, and simplified 

SLOVE) was conducted in the Mefele language area in Northern Cameroon in January 
2002. The survey was part of an initiative to assess the need for literacy development in 
national languages throughout Cameroon. In particular, it was done to determine how 
well the Mefele understand Mafa, and if they could use Mafa literature. 

It was concluded that, though there is a fair degree of Mafa bilingualism in the 
Mefele community, the Mefele people as a whole do not appear to understand or speak 
Mafa well enough to be able to use Mafa literature. 

It was recommended that further investigation be conducted to determine the 
current use of Mafa in the Mefele community. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

This report describes a sociolinguistic survey (Wordlists, Recorded Text Testing 
and Simplified SLOPE) conducted January 28–31, 2002 in the Far North Province of 
Cameroon on four dialects of the Mefele language. The research was conducted by Karyn 
Crawford and Mindy Lamberty of SIL, Pius Akumbu, a linguistics doctoral student at the 
University of Yaoundé I, and Dr. Etienne Sadembouo of the Department of Linguistics 
and African Languages of the University of Yaoundé I. 

This research was conducted as part of an overall goal of assessing the need for 
literacy development in national languages throughout Cameroon. 

We are grateful for the welcome received from regional and local government and 
traditional leaders, without whose cooperation and participation this research would not 
have been possible. 

 
1.1 Names, Locations and Populations 

Mefele is spoken in the Far North Province of Cameroon, Mayo-Tsanaga 
Division, Mokolo Subdivision. The dialects, which generally consist of one village each, 
are located near Mokolo and are not more than a 30-minute drive from Mokolo on rough 
roads. 

The Ethnologue (Grimes 2000:44) gives the following information about Mefele: 
 

Mefele (Bula, Bulahai, Boulahay) [MFJ] 
10,000 or more (1992 SIL). South and east of Mokolo, Mokolo Subdivision, 
Mayo-Tsanaga Division, Far North Province, 6 villages. Linguistic affiliation: 
Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Biu-Mandara, A, A5. Dialects: Mefele, Serak (Sirak), 
Muhura (Mouhour), Shugule (Chougoule). Bilingualism in Fulfulde is increasing 
by those who travel, and in French by the few children in school. Bilingualism in 
Mafa appears to be increasing among the children, who learn it at school and 
market. Vigorous in family and village life. Investigation needed: bilingual 
proficiency in Mafa. 
 
Dieu and Renaud (1983) in the Atlas Linguistique du Cameroun (also referred to 

as ALCAM) list the language code as [182] and the classification as Chadic family, 
central-west, Wandala-Mafa, Mafa, south. 
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See the map of the region in appendix B. 
 

Population census figures for each of the Mefele dialects surveyed (they are one-
village dialects) are represented in the following table.1 

 
Table 1: Census population figures for Mefele 

 
Village 1987 Census 2002 Estimate 
Shugule             3419               4906 
Mouhour               506                 726 
Moufouélé             1899               2725 
Sirak             1880               2698 
TOTAL             7604            10,912 

 
As well, various spellings are possible for the villages surveyed. In this report we 

will use the same spellings as were used in the 1992 survey report (Harvey and Harvey: 
1992), and are as follows: Shugule, Mouhour, Moufouélé and Sirak. 

 
1.2 Background 

A Rapid Appraisal survey of Mefele was done in May, 1992. It was carried out by 
Lawrence Seguin of SIL and Bradley S. Harvey and Tammie M. Harvey of Pioneer Bible 
Translators. 

The purpose of the survey was to assess the need for standardization of the Mefele 
language and to gain a better understanding of the dialect situation. The research team 
conducted interviews with various community leaders using sociolinguistic 
questionnaires. 

Community leaders said that there are four dialects of the Mefele language: Sirak, 
Mouhour, Moufouélé and Shugule. They believed that Shugule differs slightly from the 
other three. They also wrote that bilingualism in Fulfulde and French was increasing, but 
it was not widespread and not a threat to Mefele usage. 

The survey also indicated that Mafa was seen by the Mefele as a valuable 
language to learn and that there were generally no negative attitudes toward Mafa people. 
At one time there was a Mefele language committee, but it died out, although at the time 
of the previous survey there were Mefele speakers on the Mafa language committee. The 
people indicated that they would like to have their language written, primarily so that 
their language would be preserved. 

The survey team recommended that bilingualism testing should be carried out in 
the future to determine if Mafa bilingualism has increased. 

 

                                                 
1According to the 1987 Census Publication (Demo 87:5), between 1976 and1987 Cameroon experienced a 
2.9% annual growth.  Assuming that the same 2.9% rate of growth has continued over the past 15 years and 
applies equally throughout the country,  we can estimate the 1999 population based on the 1987 figure. 
There is no way of knowing if there has been significant immigration or emigration of the speech 
communities since 1987.  Also, these figures do not include populations speaking the language outside of 
the village (in cities). 
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1.3 Purpose and Objectives of the Survey 
The primary purpose of this survey was to determine how well the Mefele 

understand Mafa. We wanted to find out how widespread this ability is throughout the 
society, and if the Mefele could use Mafa literature. For this we planned to do RTT 
testing of Mefele speakers’ comprehension of Mafa, and Dr. Sadembouo would carry out 
individual and group interviews to help estimate Mefele bilingualism in Mafa. In 
addition, we would compare and calculate lexical similarity of the four dialects of Mefele 
in relation to Mafa. Our research goals included neither the assessment of Mefele-
speakers’ motivation to learn the Mafa language, nor their attitude toward Mafa-speaking 
communities. 

 
2 METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Lexicostatistics 

In our survey we employed one aspect of the approach referred to as “rapid 
appraisal” (see Bergman 1991 and Stalder 1996). This involved collecting a list of 126 
words from each village surveyed, using the ALCAM word list (see Dieu and Renaud 
1983:132–133). A wordlist comparison of apparent cognates helps to estimate the 
similarity between dialects and languages. 

 
2.2 Individual Recorded Text Testing (RTT) and Group-RTT 
2.2.1 Description 

Intelligibility testing using RTT (Recorded Text Testing) was the research 
procedure we employed. This method is based on a model developed by Eugene Casad 
(1974) that involves eliciting and recording autobiographical narrative texts (or 
equivalent) generally lasting 2–3 minutes each. The researchers insert questions for 
measuring comprehension into the stories to make test tapes of each speech form. They 
then play the tapes to a series of individual listeners, who are given scores based on the 
number of questions they answered correctly. 

We also created a Hometown Test (HT), which was recorded in the test 
participants’ mother tongue, in order to familiarize them with the test-taking procedure 
before testing them in the target language. It was not expected that this test would 
measure their comprehension of their mother tongue but rather that it would be an 
opportunity for them to become acquainted with the process of listening to a story while 
wearing headphones and answering questions.  

In two other villages we employed the Group-RTT which, instead of testing 
individuals, tests small groups. The texts are played for the group without any pauses. 
The group hears the HT once, then it is played for them a second time with 
comprehension questions included. The tape is stopped after short intervals, and the 
participants take turns summarizing what has been heard. Then the same procedure is 
used for the target language.  

This group method enabled us to test more people than we would have been able 
to using the individual RTT. Simons (1979:25) points out that although administering the 
tests “to a number of individuals is optimal in that it yields more information,” to find out 
the “upper potential” of the group, group tests are an appropriate and efficient alternative. 

Group-RTTs use a qualitative scoring system instead of the quantitative scoring 
used with individual RTTs. Stalder (1996:26) re-evaluates the performance scoring into 
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three levels for the Rapid Appraisal. This results in the comprehension scale below, 
which we used in our research: 

 
Level 1: No comprehension. The group is not able to respond even to the general 
story lines. 
Level 2: Partial comprehension. By retelling the different sections, people 
invent and add to the story. If asked, they are not able to answer details. It is 
interesting to observe attitudes and to compare what the same people expressed 
about intercomprehension in the context of the inquiries based on questionnaires. 
Level 3: Good comprehension. That is, the story is retold accurately and the 
people are able to give details. 
 
Stalder also notes that it is important to consider the reactions and attitudes of the 

group, describing the answers and any observations of the behaviour of the group as 
accurately as possible. 

 
2.2.2 Interpreting Individual and Group-RTT Results 

Individual RTT scores represented as a group performance percentage, called the 
mean, and the average individual variance from that group mean, called the standard 
deviation, are the two primary considerations for interpreting RTT results. 

The percentage is based on the average/mean after totaling the individual scores, 
then dividing by the number of individuals tested. The sum of these individual scores, 
when divided by the number of participants, converts into the percentage of the group’s 
comprehension of the text. This percentage is indicative of a group’s overall or general 
understanding of the language of the recorded text. Such a percentage is useful for 
interpreting the potential for using a common literature. In a discussion on interpreting 
intelligibility scores, Joseph Grimes states:  

 
At threshold levels high enough to guarantee good communication from the central 
dialect to its periphery (usually 85% or above), it is reasonable to speak of the dialect 
cluster as a single LANGUAGE from the linguistic point of view. Speech varieties that 
come together at only 70% or below are too distinct to qualify as the same language. In 
between, 70% to 85%, is an area of MARGINAL intelligibility where some 
communication is satisfactory and some is not. The threshold depends on the risk 
associated with not communicating well; the final criteria are not purely linguistic. (J. 
Grimes 1995:22) 

 
Another indicator of group understanding of a text is the variation of individual 

scores in relation to that overall group average/mean. The distribution of the individual 
scores for a given group of tests is known as standard deviation. If the standard deviation 
of RTT scores for one community is greater than 15 percent, this probably indicates 
bilingualism (B. Grimes 1987:50). Put another way, such a wide-spread distribution of 
scores is likely attributed to the variation from one individual to another in one’s 
exposure and opportunity to learn the language, a phenomenon called acquired 
intelligibility. When one speech variety is highly similar to another, comprehension 
scores are usually more consistent from one individual to another and the standard 
deviation is therefore lower, indicating inherent intelligibility.  
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A high percentage of comprehension and a low standard deviation (below 15 
percent) are indicative of potential inclusion in a single language development project if 
group attitudes are also positive. When the percentage of comprehension falls within the 
critical range, then standard deviation and sociological factors become important 
considerations for determining a language’s potential for being grouped with the 
language of the RTT. 

The Group-RTT scores, even though not expressed in terms of mean and standard 
deviation, also give a picture of the comprehension of the people group being studied. 

 
2.2.3 Preparation of RTT Test Tapes 

We elicited a story in Sirak to use as the Hometown Test, then created six 
questions based on the text and interspersed them in the story (see text in appendix A). 

The RTT text in the Mafa language was recorded in Mokolo village. Our team 
created 12 comprehension questions, placed them in the text, then tested ten participants 
to verify that all of the questions were well worded, well translated and well located in 
the text. We determined that the questions were all valid and therefore used that tape for 
administering the RTT to Mefele-speakers. We tested Mefele-speakers in Sirak and 
Moufouélé with the individual RTT, and we used the Group-RTT in Shugule and 
Monhour. 

 
2.2.4 Selection and Screening of Participants 

For the RTT in Moufouélé we tested 10 people, and 11 in Sirak. We wanted to get 
an overview of the whole community, but we were especially interested in testing the 
young people, especially young women, on their Mafa comprehension. Tables 2 and 3 
show who actually did participate in each village. Each participant was born in that 
village and raised by parents who were also from that village.  

 
Table 2: Participants in Moufouélé Individual RTTs 

 
 Younger (13–18) Older (74) Total 

Male 2 1   3 
Female 7 0   7 
Total 9 1 10 

 
Table 3: Participants in Sirak Individual RTTs 

 
 Teeenage 

(13–18) 
Younger Adult 

(20–38) 
Older Adult 

(60) 
Total 

Male 1 5 1   7 
Female 2 2 0   4 
Total 3 7 1 11 

 
The Group-RTTs were conducted in Shugule and in Mouhour. In each location 

we tested two groups. In Shugule, the first group consisted of four young men, three of 
whom were under 20 and one who was approximately 25. The second group consisted of 
three women who were 16, approximately 30 and 50. In Mouhour, the participants of the 
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first group were three elderly men, and one woman about 30 years of age. The second 
group consisted of two young women, who were approximately 16 years old.  

Our team administered the Group RTTs by first playing the HT. Then we played 
the whole Mafa story through once. Then we played the story again and paused at 
intervals, asking the group to retell the part which they had heard. This was a cooperative 
effort, with all members of the group able to participate and share what they had 
understood. We involved all participants and did not allow one person to dominate the 
responses. The team did this by letting the participants respond in turn, and each 
participant took an equal number of turns. 

 
2.3 Simplified SLOPE Interviews 

SLOPE (Second Language Oral Proficiency Evaluation) is a technique 
“developed to accurately measure oral proficiency in a second language” (B.Grimes 
1989:5.1.1). Researchers conduct interviews in the second language of a cross-section of 
residents in a community, then rate their ability to speak that language. A linguist, a tester 
and an assistant administer the test to individuals. They interview each test participant in 
three stages: a warm-up interview; an interview in which the participant questions the 
interviewer to get information on a previously chosen topic; and an interview in which 
the participant presents information on a topic. The team records the interview and re-
evaluates it to ensure accuracy. They rate the interviewee’s responses according to a five-
point scale using a standard score sheet, which lists the criteria of comprehension, 
discourse, structure, lexicalisation and fluency. All of the interview scores evaluated 
together help to indicate the level of bilingualism in a community.  

Our team administered a simplified version of SLOPE. As test administrators we 
had a linguist and a tester; we asked test participants to relate information on a subject 
and did not conduct the other two types of interviews; and we did not record the sessions 
for further evaluation. We did not use the standard score sheet, but we did assign ratings. 

Dr. Sadembouo, with the help of Mr.Wandala, who is a native Mafa-speaker 
proficient in Mefele and French, conducted interviews in Mafa with Mefele-speakers. 
They conducted sixteen interviews in Shugule, six in Mefele and five in Sirak. The 
interviewees were chosen on the basis of their own professed ability to speak Mafa, then 
Mr.Wandala spoke with them individually in Mafa on a subject, for example terrace rice 
farming or the PROPELCA (Programme de Recherche Opérationnel pour 
l’Enseignement des Langues au Cameroun) project that exists in that area. M.Wandala 
evaluated the interviewees, then Dr. Sadembouo awarded each participant a score of 
good, satisfactory, poor or fail. This gave us an idea of how well the best speakers of 
Mafa speak the language. 

 
3 RESEARCH RESULTS 
3.1 Lexicostatistics 

As described in section 2.1, our team collected an ALCAM list of 126 words from 
five locations (see the complete word lists in Appendix C). We compared the wordlists 
by grouping apparent cognates together, with similarity expressed as percentages (see 
Table 4). 
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Table 4: Similarity Percentages and Variance Figures for Mefele 
 

      Mouhour 
      88 +/-3    Shugule 
      87 +/-3    82 +/-4     Moufouélé 
      87 +/-3    78 +/-4     92 +/-3     Sirak   
      60 +/-4    57 +/-4     61 +/-4     54 +/-5    Mafa  

     
A wordlist comparison serves only as an initial indicator of the relationships 

existing between speech forms (Grimes 1989:4.1.9). According to Bergman (1989:8.1.6), 
if the lexical similarity percentage at the “upper confidence limit,” or highest possible 
similarity percentage after the variance figure is added, is below 70 percent, separate 
language programs may be needed. If it is 70 percent or higher, further data is needed.  

The Mafa language and the Mefele dialects show a fairly low lexical similarity, 
with the highest being 61percent (+/- 4 percent). Therefore, if the Mefele-speakers show 
high comprehension of Mafa, this would probably reflect acquired intelligibility. 

 
3.2 Individual and Group-RTT Results 
3.2.1 Individual RTT Results of Moufouélé and Sirak 

In Moufouélé the average raw RTT score was 7.1 out of a possible 12 points, 
which shows a mean of 59 percent. The standard deviation was 4.31, or 36 percent. The 
Sirak RTT participants scored an average of 9.3 out of 12, which shows a mean of 77 
percent. The standard deviation was 3.62, or 30 percent. 

The following table presents the scores obtained by individual Mefele-speakers 
who listened to the Mafa test tapes: 
 

Table 5: Individual RTT Scores of Mefele-speakers on Mafa test 
 

 Village: Mean StdDev. 
 Moufouélé 59%  (7.1/12) 4.31 (36%) 
 Sirak 77%  (9.3/12)  3.62 (30%) 

 
The diagram below shows how the ten Moufouélé participants’ scores are 

distributed. Out of a possible 12 points, two people scored 1, one scored 2, one scored a 
6, one scored 8, three scored 10, one scored 11, and one scored 12.  

 
Figure 1: Moufouélé Participants’ Score Distribution 

<---xx----x------------------------------x-------------x------------xxx---x----x-> 
  0   1      2                                         6                 8                  10    11  12 

 
The same information for the eleven Sirak participants is shown in the next figure. 

Of a possible 12 points, one person scored 0, one scored 6, two scored 8, two scored 10, 
and five scored 12. 

 
Figure 2: Sirak Participants’ Score Distribution 

< x----------------------------------------x-------------xx----------xx----------xxxxx-> 
   0                                                     6                  8               10             12 
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RTT results from Moufouélé show a mean of 59 percent comprehension of Mafa 

and a high standard deviation of 36 percent. The Sirak test shows a mean of 77 percent 
and a standard deviation of 30 percent. The Sirak and Moufouélé results indicate acquired 
intelligibility, due to a varying degree of exposure to the Mafa language. The results 
show a wide range of Mafa comprehension. Table 7 indicates how well different 
segments of the population performed on the RTT tests in Moufouélé and Sirak. The 
overall mean is 68 percent. 

 
Table 6: Mean RTT Scores by Age and Gender 

 
 Youth: up to age 20 Adult: age 21 and over Age groups combined
 
 
Female 

 
Sample size: 9 
Mean: 53 
 

 
Sample size: 2 
Mean: 92 
 

 
Sample size: 11 
Mean: 60 
 

 
 
Male 

 
Sample size: 3 
Mean: 78 
 

 
Sample size: 7 
Mean: 79 
 

 
Sample size: 10 
Mean: 78.3 
 

 
Both  
genders  
combined 

 
Sample size: 12 
Mean: 61.2 
 
 

 
Sample size: 9 
Mean: 79.5 
 

WHOLE 
POPULATION 
Sample size: 21 
Mean: 68 
 

 
Table 6 shows that the older people scored significantly better (79.5 percent) than 

the younger people (61.2 percent). The young women have the lowest mean at 53 
percent. This demonstrates that Mefele-speakers, as they grow older, have more contact 
with Mafa. However, even the older people did not score extremely high on the Mafa 
RTT. 

Test participants of the RTT and Group-RTT tests told us that intermarriage with 
Mafa people is widespread and that this affects Mefele-speakers’ ability to understand 
Mafa. People who scored better often had a family member, a grandmother for example, 
who was Mafa. One older male, for example, told us that his grandmother is Mafa and 
that he learned Mafa at school and at the church (he scored 100 percent on the Mafa test). 
Another older man said that his people are mixed with the Mafa people and their villages 
are close together, so he has learned some too (he understood about 50 percent of the 
Mafa text). One young man told us that Mafa intermarriage occurs but in the minority.  

 
3.2.2 Group-RTT Results of Monhour and Shugule 

What follows are the results of the group comprehension testing of recorded texts 
from Mouhour and Shugule.  

The Mafa text was played in Mohour first to a group of three elderly men and one 
woman who was about 30. The oldest man who understood 60–70 percent of the text 
commented that his people are mixed with the Mafa people. Another older man claimed 
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to understand about half of the text. The older men discussed the text fervently before 
answering and had to try to come to a consensus on the answers. They said that they do 
not understand the Mafa language well, and for example did not know the term for a 
certain tree used in the Mafa story. The young woman, whose village is close to a Mafa 
village, had no problems at all understanding the story. This group earned a score of 
between 2 and 3. 

The second group consisted of two young women, each approximately 16 years of 
age. They understood the story well and earned a score of 3. One understood especially 
well, recounting details without hesitation and even understanding a specific vocabulary 
word referring to a type of tree. However, it must be noted that after the test we 
discovered that they have Mafa grandparents, and that they told us this is why they 
understand Mafa so well. They said that not everyone understands it so well. 

In Shugule, we first played the text to a group of four young men. When they 
heard the text, they knew it was Mafa and thought that they may not be able to 
understand it. After listening, they said it was not easy to understand, and yet in general 
they summarized the story well. One did not understand as well as the others and changed 
some of the details in the story. They did not seem entirely comfortable having to 
summarize what they heard, and seemed afraid that they would give the wrong answers. 
They squirmed when it came time to answer. This group earned a score of between 2 and 
3. 

The second group consisted of three women, a daughter, mother and grandmother. 
They all understood the story well and responded correctly without hesitation, but they 
said the language is different from theirs and that although they understand Mafa fairly 
well, they cannot speak it. They scored a 3. 

These Group-RTT results show that the people interviewed understood some 
Mafa. They were not comfortable answering questions about the Mafa test, and they 
indicated that they cannot speak Mafa. They also confirmed that those with Mafa family 
members understand the language better. 

 
3.3 Simplified SLOPE Interview Results 

Dr. Sadembouo and M. Wandala interviewed twenty-one men and six women 
who professed some ability to speak Mafa. The following table presents the results: 

 
Table 7: Intelligibility Interview Results 

 
 Rating Number of Participants who Received Rating 
Fail – no ability to 
speak Mafa 

  2 

Poor   4 
Satisfactory   9 
Good 11 
No score given   1 
 Total:                         27 

 
Each of the villages, without exception, scored approximately the same as the 

other villages. 
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The fact that fewer than half of people who expressed an ability to speak Mafa 
were awarded a score of Good is consistent with the RTT results and with what we would 
expect in a case of learned bilingualism. It demonstrates that, although many people in 
the Mefele community speak Mafa, not everyone is proficient in its usage.  

 
4 CONCLUSIONS 

From the data, the main conclusions we can draw are: 
• There is a fair degree of Mafa bilingualism in the Mefele community. 

However, the Mefele people as a whole do not appear to understand or speak 
Mafa well enough to be able to use Mafa literature. 

• Further investigation should be done to determine the current use of Mafa in 
the Mefele community.  

 
 
APPENDIX A: TEXTS USED FOR RTTs 

 
Mafa Story and Questions - French 

 
En saison pluvieuse, plus précisément au mois d’août, il y avait une famine. 
Q.1. Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé en saison pleuvieuse? 
A.1 Il y avait une famine. 
 
J’ai pensé, qu’est-ce qu’il faut faire? J’ai pensé que j’avais un ami qui était à Bohoi. 
Q.2. Qui habite à Bohoi? 
A.2. Un ami. 
 
Je suis quitté le grand matin au premier chant du coq. 
Q.3. Qu’est-ce qu’il a fait au premier chant du coq? 
A.3. Il a quitté (aller au marché). 
 
Quand je suis arrivé le soleil était déjà très haut et j’ai trouvé seulement ses enfants au 
marché. 
Q.4. Il a trouvé qui au marché? 
A.4 Ses enfants. 
 
J’ai envoyé les enfants aller chercher leur père au champ et puis les enfants sont partis au 
champ pour appeler leur père. 
Q.5. Pourquoi est-ce qu’il a envoyé les enfants au champ? 
A.5. Pour appeler leur père. 
 
C’est comme ça que je lui ai dit que là-bas à Mokolo ça ne marche pas. Je lui ai dit que ça 
ne va pas, les enfants meurent de famine. Lui aussi, il m’a dit que ici chez lui ça ne va 
pas. 
Q.6. Comment se portent les enfants? 
A.6 Ils meurent de famine; ça ne va pas. 
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S’il y avait quelque chose on devrait se partager, mais il n’y a rien. Je lui ai dit qu’il 
devrait seulement me prêter et puis en saison sèche je devrais lui rembourser. 
Q.7. Qu’est-ce que l’homme a dit? 
A.7. Qu’il devrait me prêter puis en saison sèche je devrais lui rembourser. 
 
Je lui ai demandé de me donner soit le mil soit le maïs. 
Q.8. Il voulait quoi? 
A.8. Qu’on lui donne soit le mil, soit le maïs. 
 
Je suis entré dans le marché pour trouver une autre personne qui pouvait me venir au 
secours – mais personne. 
Q.9. Ensuite, il est allé où? 
A.9. Dans le marché. 
 
Au moment ou ça s’est passé, ce qui était au champ n’est pas prêt, et ce qui était à la 
maison est fini. Je suis quitté le marché et en retournant je suis venu me reposer au pied 
d’un arbre appelé le galgal kaldana. 
Q.10. Le galgal kaldana, c’est quoi? 
A.10. Un arbre. 
 
Je suis rentré à la maison quand il faisait nuit. 
Q.11. Quand est-ce qu’il est rentré? 
A.11. La nuit. 
 
J’ai trouvé les enfants affamés. Je me suis dit que c’est la volonté de Dieu. 
Q.12. Est-ce que les enfants ont mangé? 
A.12. Non. 
 
Mafa Story and Questions – English 
 
In rainy season, more specifically in August, there was a famine. 
Q.1. What happened in rainy season? 
A.l.  There was a famine. 
 
I thought, “What should I do?” Then I thought of my friend who was at Bohoi. 
Q.2. Who lives at Bohoi? 
A.2. A friend. 
 
I left in the early morning at the first crow of the rooster. 
Q.3. What did he do at the first crow of the rooster? 
A.3. He left (to go to the market). 
 
When I arrived, the sun was already very high and I found only his children at the 
market. 
Q.4. Who did he find at the market? 
A.4. His children. 
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I sent the children to go look for their father in the field, and so the children went to the 
field to call their father. 
Q.5. Why did he send his children to the field? 
A.5. To call their father. 
 
So it’s like this that I said that over there in Mokolo it’s not going well. I told him that it’s 
not going well, the children are dying of starvation. Him too, he said to me that it wasn’t 
going well. 
Q.6. How were the children doing? 
A.6. They were dying of starvation; it wasn’t going well. 
 
If there was something, we would have shared it, but there was nothing. I told him he 
only needed to lend to me, then in the rainy season I would reimburse him. 
Q.7. What did the man say? 
A.7. That he should lend to me, then in the rainy season I would reimburse him. 
 
I asked him to give me either millet or corn. 
Q.8. What did he want? 
A.8. To give him either millet or corn. 
 
I entered the market to find one other person who could give me help – but there was no 
one. 
Q.9. Next, he went where? 
A.9. To the market. 
 
At the time this happened, that which was in the field was not ready, and that which was 
at home was finished. I left the market, and while returning I went to rest at the foot of 
the tree called the galgal kaldana. 
Q.10. What is the galgal kaldana? 
A.10. A tree. 
 
I got back to the house at nighttime. 
Q.11. When did he return to the house? 
A.11. At night.  
 
I found the children starving. I said to myself, “It’s the will of God.” 
Q.12. Had the children eaten? 
A.12. No. 

 
Sirak Hometown Text Story and Questions – In French 

 
Le vent fait comme ça. On a allumé le feu dehors. On se chauffe. On l’a couvert avec du 
sable. Mais c’est mal couvert. 
Q.1. Qu’est-ce qu’on a fait du sable? 
A.1. On a couvert le feu. 
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Le vent a soulevé, il est monté sur le hangar. Quand il a quitté le hangar, il est monté sur 
un toit. Il est monté sur l’un et sur l’autre et les gens ont couru. 
Q.2. Qu’est-ce que les gens ont fait quand le feu est monté sur les toits? 
A.2. Les gens ont couru. 
 
On a crié <<Vite, vite!>> et les gens ont couru. Ce sont les voisins. Avec de l’eau les 
femmes ont apporté, 
Q.3. Qui a apporté de l’eau? 
A.3. Les femmes. 
 
On l’a éteint. Il y a les gens qui ont coupé donc on a pu eteindre le feu. Après cela, on l’a 
éteint, le lendemain les hommes et les jeunes ont apporté de la paille. On l’a tressé. 
Q.4.Qu’est-ce qu’on a fait de la paille? 
A.4. On l’a tressée. 
 
On a couvert la case. Après avoir couvert la case on a préparé la boule et on a mangé.  
Mais maintenant on va mettre le mil dans l’eau. 
Q.5. Maintenant où est-ce qu’on va mettre le mil? 
A.5. Dans l’eau. 
 
On va préparer le vin parce que c’est le vin de l’incendie dit-on. Pour faire la cérémonie 
le forgeron a fait des divinations avec des pierres. On a balayé la maison. 
Q.6. Le forgeron a fait la divination avec quoi? 
A.6. Avec des pierres/cailloux. 
 
Sirak Hometown Text Story and Questions – In English 
 
The wind was like this. We lit the fire outside. We were warming ourselves. We covered 
it with sand, but it wasn’t well covered. 
Q.1. What did they do with the sand? 
A.1. They covered the fire. 
 
The wind got stronger, it went up on the shed, it went up on the roof. It went up on one 
and on another, and the people ran. 
Q.2. What did the people do when the fire went up on the roof? 
A.2. The people ran. 
 
We cried, “Quickly, quickly!” and the people ran. It was the neighbors. With the water 
that the women brought, 
Q.3. Who brought the water? 
A.3. The women. 
 
they put it out. There were people who had cut down, then it was possible to put out the 
fire. After that, they put it out, the next day the men and the youth brought some straw. 
They wove it. 
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Q.4. What did they do with the straw? 
A.4. They wove it. 
 
We covered the hole. After having covered the hole, we prepared boule and we ate. Now 
we put the millet in water. 
Q.5. Now, where are they going to put the millet? 
A.5. In the water. 
 
We are going to prepare wine, because we’d say it’s the wine of the fire. To do the 
ceremony, the blacksmith did fortuntelling with stones. We swept the house. 
Q.6. The blacksmith did fortune telling with what? 
A.6. With rocks or stones. 
 
APPENDIX B: MAP OF MEFELE AREA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Linguistic Map of Cameroon’s Far North Province, adapted from ALCAM (Breton 

and Fohtung 1987:369) 
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APPENDIX C: WORDLISTS 
 
Shugule Wordlist: 
 Interviewee: 33-year-old man, Edwouro W. 

Researcher: Pius Akumbu 
Date: 31 January 2002      Location: Shugule 

 
Mouhour Wordlist: 
 Interviewee: 27-year-old man, George K. 
 Researcher: Pius Akumbu 
 Date: 31 January 2002     Location:  Mouhour 
 
Moufouélé Wordlist: 

Interviewee: 32-year-old man, Ruonda H. 
Researchers: Pius Akumbu 
Date:  30 January 2002      Location:  Mokolo 

 
Sirak Wordlist: 
 Interviewee: 39-year-old man, M.W. 
 Researchers: Pius Akumbu, Etienne Sadembouo 
 Date: 29 January 2002         Location: Sirak 
 
Mafa Wordlist: 
 Interviewee: 38 year-old-man, Martin F. 
 Researcher: Etienne Sadembouo 
 Date: 29 January 2002 Location: Mokolo-ville 

 
 English French Shugule Mouhour Moufouélé Sirak Mafa 
1. mouth bouche ma ma ma ma ma 
2. eye oeil de dii d d daj 
3. head tête ja ja ja ja e 
4. hair (on 

head) 
cheveux 
(chevelure) 

wotstaya owitaya uwezh onwezh watse 

5. tooth dent ldind ldind zli zli zln 
6. tongue langue ll ll lele lele nn 
7. nose nez xt xt xt xte xutsan 
8. ear oreille lmmaj lmmaj zlmmaj zlmmaj zlmbad 
9a.  neck (front 

& back) 
cou (nuque 
et gorge) 

waj waj waj waj daja 

9b.  back of 
neck 

nuque daj daaj aj aj daj 

9c.  throat gorge murlum mulom waj waj lam 
10.  breast sein waj wa wa wa wa 
11.  arm/hand bras/main a ha xa xa raj 
12a.  claw griffe ntir njih njrhi njrhi njuhn 
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12b.  nail (hand) ongle ntiir njhi njrhi njrhi njuhn 
13a.  leg jambe k k k k sak 
13b.  foot pied dbtk matk mkkwr mkkwr eelaj 
14. buttock fesse dar dar dr dr tapivuzaj 
15. belly ventre hiva h  wd wd hwa 
16. navel nombril ptm bitm pikm piccm mrv 
17. intestines/ 

insides 
intestins/ 
boyaux 

jats ju jus jus vajats 

18. blood sang mmb bmbi mmbeizh mmbzh pambaz 
19. urine urine kuraj kuraj kuraj kwuraj kuraj 
20. bone os aar aar aar aar ta 
21. skin peau otatarva arva bokkwaj bokkway bokkwaj 
22. wing aile krpaa krpaa krpaa krpaa krpa 
23. feather plume wats owi owizh wiwi wats 
24. horn corne drum drum aar aar drm 
25. tail queue ftr dl dl dl ftr 
26. human 

being 
être 
humain 

ndomaka ndomakda dmmuda mowzl nd 

27. man (male) homme 
(mâle) 

mawal mowul mowuzl mowuzl ua 

28. woman 
(female) 

femme waz oz waz waz wz 

29. husband mari maaj maaj maaj maaj bakaj 
30. child enfant wat wut wut wut kra 
31. name nom meel mel mzhl mzhl zlmba 
32. sky ciel ava ava zlava zlava zhikil 
33. night nuit va v vad ve va 
34. moon lune kija kiija kija kija kija 
35. sun soleil pats pats pats pats pats 
36. wind vent memb memi mmbed mmbed kwzlar 
37. cloud nuage haj avatajam avatajim avatajim vanaj 
38. dew rosée minmin minmin minmin minmin minnn 
39. rain pluie jam jm jem jimtud jam 
40. ground terre wijak wijak jatawijak jatawijak hakkda 
41. sand sable marokworbaj marbabaj marabaj marabaj wijak 
42. path chemin tivd tivd tivid jim ivd 
43. water eau jam jm jim jim jam 
44. stream cours d’eau wayam olr oor oar wojam 
45. house maison waj waj waj waj aj 
46. fire feu kukwa kku kkwa kokwa vowa 
47. firewood bois à 

brûler 
sasm ssum ssm ssm w 

48. smoke fumée tstsak lltkukwa tstsk tstsk vdzk 
49. ash cendre otsa fitd fkod fkikukwa mruwk 
50. knife couteau w u we wi w 
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51. rope corde uwn own uw zluw toa 
52. spear lance, 

sagaie 
zut kafaj zo slm zt 

53. war (fight) guerre 
(combat) 

kuzm kuzm kuzm kuzm vra 

54a.  animal animal dadamadan dajtm awthum slthum skwidk 
54b.  meat Viande aw aw aw aw zluw 
55. dog chien kda a da da kda 
56. elephant éléphant bkine bkine bikin bikin bkin 
57. goat chèvre k dk kw okw kw 
58. bird oiseau ijak ijak ijak dijik maajak 
59. tortoise tortue klkwam klkwu kllum klkum kwolakwa 
60. snake serpent ik euk eekw iekw eek 
61. fish poisson kilf kilf kilf kilf kilf 
62. (head) louse pou (de 

tête) 
tnd kid tid kid tinaj 

63. egg oeuf  ei iit iit aaj 
64. tree arbre fk fk fik fik waf 
65. bark écorce dbatada dbatafek lakalav lakalv dbwaf 
66. leaf feuille bak baak bak baslk va 
67. Root racine ra r zlozlortfek zlozlortifik zlzlrwaf 
68. salt sel bama boom bawum boum bama 
69. fat graisse mbza mbza mbz mbeza mbuza 
70a.  hunger 

(general) 
faim 
(général) 

maj maj maj maj maj 

70b.  hunger 
(meat) 

faim (de 
viande) 

majtaaw majaaw zhind zhund zhundœ 

71. iron (the 
metal) 

fer (le 
métal) 

zuda zuda zua zuda zudwa 

72. one un mta mta mta mta stad 
73. two deux titaw tetaw tetew ttew ew 
74. three trois makar makar maxkar maxkr makar 
75. four quatre fuwa fuwa fuwad fwad fa 
76. five cinq am am zlam zlam zlam 
77. six six mukwa mokw mkwa mkwa makwa 
78. seven sept tsla tsla tslad tslad tsarad 
79. eight huit tsakr tsakar tsaxkar tsakara tsamakad 
80. nine neuf tsud tsu tsud tsud tswd 
81. ten dix dombkw dmmbk dmbkw dumbokw kula 
82. come venir mdik mdik edik edik k 
83. send 

(someone) 
envoyer mndik mer ezlraka azlda zllida 

84. walk marcher md md ed ada nd 
85. fall tomber mkel mkel ekl ekl kalahad 
86. leave partir md mda daaj ada ndna 
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87. fly voler 
(oiseau) 

mmbil mambl mbl mbl nxaj 

88. pour verser mtir mtsija tsda atsrija zuvda 
89. strike frapper makija makija kda akdija tsaw 
90. bite mordre mahatsija mahatsija atsa aatsija jwœ 
91. wash 

(transitive) 
laver 
(transitif) 

mapaa mapaa pana apanija pna 

92. split (wood) fendre matsirija matsija tszlzla atrwija cuzl 
93. give donner maraja mavaja vanaj awaja vaw 
94. steal voler 

(dérober) 
makar makr makr kr mcor 

95. squeeze presser madatsija maotsija brtsa aslija botswa 
96. cultivate cultiver mahuvja mahuvaj uvaj iwaj pza 
97. bury 

(transitive) 
enterrer 
(transitif) 

malaja mabarija bara abarija nrij 

98. burn 
(transitive) 

brûler 
(transitif) 

mandalja mandalja fta afaja pun 

99. eat manger mandaja mandaja ndaw andaja ndaw 
100. drink boire masaja masaja saw asaja sw 
101. vomit vomir mvina mavinh vn vnex vnh 
102. suck sucer msusubija msusubija susua assija susua 
103. spit (saliva) cracher 

(salive) 
mnjif makirwaj tsubda akija tsaw 

104. blow (on) souffler 
(sur) 

mvilj mavi vatsa avaija votswa 

105. swell enfler maa maa malz maxla nuzla 
106. give birth engendrer mahaja mahaja maaja axej jaw 
107. die mourir mamtsaj mamtsaj mamtsaj mamtsaj mtsa 
108. kill tuer makja makie ka akija kaa 
109. push pousser mdud matsukya tsukkwa atsukkwija dudœ 
110. pull tirer mntsuwr mantsuya ndzowa adzuija mutœ 
111. sing chanter maawja maawlawaj awawaj aalawaj aw 
112. play (a 

game) 
jouer (un 
jeu) 

alaj walaj awwalaj aowalaj tsaw 

113. be afraid avoir peur maawluwan maawluwe zluw 
arsij 

azluw zlaw 

114. want vouloir mawaja mawaj waja awaja waja 
115. say dire mwed mwd rda aaj woa 
116. see voir mpawd mpaw bza abzija ka 
117. show montrer matja maja da adija a 
118. hear entendre matsnja matsnja tsna atsna tsnaa 
119. know savoir, 

connaitre 
masnja masnja sna asnija suna 

120. count compter maorja marja ra arija norra 
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